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Journey through the splendor and the excesses of the Gilded Age"Every aspect of life in the
Gilded Age took on deeper, transcendent meaning intended to prove the greatness of America:
residences beautified their surroundings; works of art uplifted and were shared with the public;
clothing exhibited evidence of breeding; jewelry testified to cultured taste and wealth; dinners
demonstrated sophisticated palates; and balls rivaled those of European courts in their
refinement. The message was unmistakable: the United States had arrived culturally, and
Caroline Astor and her circle were intent on leading the nation to unimagined heights of
glory."—From A Season of SplendorTake a dazzling journey through the Gilded Age, the
period from roughly the 1870s to 1914, when bluebloods from older, established families met
the nouveau riche headlong—railway barons, steel magnates, and Wall Street speculators—
and forged an uneasy and glittering new society in New York City. The best of the best were
Caroline Astor's 400 families, and she shaped and ruled this high society with steel.A Season
of Splendor is a panoramic sweep across this sumptuous landscape, presenting the families,
the wealth, the balls, the clothing, and the mansions in vivid detail—as well as the shocking
end of the era with the sinking of the Titanic.
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Morgan V. Madison, “Very informative.. Living the life of the super rich in the Gilded Age of the
1800s evolved to have many social rules.The fortunes made in this era dwarf the biggest
fortunes today. Adjusting for inflation, some people accumulated hundreds of billions of
dollars.There's no way to compare some expenses. The costs of land and construction, jewelry
and servants is much higher today than it was then apart from inflation.There were
expectations about clothing, housing, food, staff, flowers, travel...and the yearly expenses were
enormous. A super extravagant lifestyle.This lifestyle was new. Older wealthy families lived
much more modestly. Showing off wealth was considered in bad taste.The showing of wealth
started off more modestly and progressed to the point of ridicule by the end of the period.”

HD NY, “I learned so much! Loved it!. Really enjoyed this book! It was incredibly detailed and I
felt like I understood the personalities of the gilded age a little better. I loved some of the little
details, such as how one of the Vanderbilt yachts had a pen with a cow in it so they could
always have fresh cream on the ship. If you love NYC, love architecture, and love history, then
this is a great read.”

John Silence is Golden, “An Informative and ILLuminating Look at Glided Age Society:. This
book is a well researched and written effort with elements of several excellent books on this
subject including " Top Drawer - American High Society from the Glided Age thru the Roaring
Twenties" by Mary Cable, "Gilded City - Scandal and Sensation in Turn of the Century New
York" by M.H.Dunlop and [espiscally} "The Upper Crust - An Informal History of NewYork's
Highest Society" by Allen Church . " A Season of Splendor" traces the evolution of New York
"High Society from its Dutch and English roots stressing close family ties, , unostentatious
homes, quiet dignity and the shared values of a traditional ruling elite. From 1870 on, this
closed caste was blasted apart as the newly rich industrial and banking millionaries pushed



their way into NewYork society by persistance, massive financial outlays and sheer gall that
not even society's Queen and final arbtier Caroline Astor would be able to stop. New York City
was the lodestar - it was the financial, economic, manufacturing and social center of the U.S.A.
for these newly minted rich men to find their social acceptance and more importantly - their
socially ambitious wives and daughters.The books narrative highlights the decades from 1870
thru 1912 with every facet / nuiance of the how's, who's, what's and why's for the entire
concept of "the social elite" / high society and its devolution into "cafe society" by the 1920s as
it dwindled into trivial insignificense. But what a party it was - conspicuous consumption on an
unbelieveable scale with vast mansions, country estates, hordes of servants, jewels, clothes,
lavish parties and balls that are lovingly described - the weapons, tools and props of the new
rich {the Gilded Age's version of the 1%} striving to achieve social acceptance. These massive
parties and expenditures would at first titilate and excite the imagination of the general public
but as the 20th century progressed the sheer folly and waste of a tiny millionarie elite that
was desperately trying to make something of their lives spared from the process of wage
earning would look more and more foolish, futile, trivial and grossly unfair to more and more of
that era's "99 %".This book is truley excellent - an informative, lucid and easy narrative
coupled with good photos that highlights the shifting of the U.S.A . into an urban and
consumer society from an agarian and rural one . The used copy that I received thtu the
Amazon Website was in "as new condition". An enjoyable read - I give this a 5 star rating -
Highly Recommended.”

Kathy Edens, “Well researched. Not a whole lot different from what other books about the
gilded age in NYC but this goes a little further by providing today's equivalent value of dollar
amounts cited. However, some of the comparisons seem to be a bit off. For example, on page
241 he indicates a horse purchased by Vanderbilt for $30,000 would be the equivalent of
$600,000 in 2008. However, in the next paragraph, a horse is purchased for $21,000 equates
to $630,000 in the same year. The more expensive horse going for less money in the same
years. But you at least get an idea of the sums spent.He perhaps gets too detailed when
describing the works of art owned, the jewels worn and the furnishings of the rooms. But he
does get across the idea of who much wealth was in existence among these families.”

Stillworking, “A good glimpse into the Gilded Age. If you are curious about the lifestyles of the
ultra rich during the Gilded Age, Greg King's volume will take you there. The social customs,
the ebb and flow of a year, how a day was spent, who was in and what was required to be in
are all explained. I found the discussion of the marriages, the various relationships and roles
that people had to be most interesting. King also goes into great detail about the interiors of the
homes and such details became rather repetitious after a while. Other than a bit too much
ornamentation, which was true both in the Gilded Age and in King's narrative, it was a good
read.”

The book by Greg King has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 308 people have provided feedback.
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